As President and CEO, I am pleased to give this presentation on the
current status of our 2015 Medium-Term Business Plan.
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I will start with a review of our results for fiscal 2016 and targets for
fiscal 2017. Next, I will give an update on the progress made so far in
implementing the three-year Business Plan and in implementing
specific measures. Finally, I will outline the organizational and system
reinforcements underway toward completing of our reform agenda.
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I would like to start with a review of our business results in fiscal 2016.
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By most measures—orders received, net sales, operating income,
and net income (profit attributable to owners of parent)—results
undershot the corresponding forecasts that we announced on
releasing our results for the first three quarters. One exception was
free cash flow, which exceeded our projection.
Orders received, after growing to near 4.5 trillion yen in fiscal 2015,
finished fiscal 2016 at slightly under 4.3 trillion yen, primarily due to a
slowdown in overseas orders. The thermal power plant business
experienced a slowdown in overseas orders, as well as a lull in
domestic business negotiations, contributing to the year-on-year
decrease. In the case of large-scale transportation systems, business
talks and negotiations did take place, but they did not lead to any
actual new orders.
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On this page, we see net sales and operating income results for fiscal
2016. They are calculated in two ways: on the left, by business
segment in use through March before reorganization; and on the right,
under the new segment structure, which was launched in April. One
crucial aim in undertaking segment reorganization was to address
areas of concern in the former Commercial Aviation & Transportation
Systems domain: namely, operations involving commercial aircraft,
the MRJ and commercial ships.
By integrating the commercial aircraft business and the MRJ business
into the new Aircraft, Defense & Space segment, thereby placing
them under the direct oversight of the CEO, and by placing
commercial ship business within the new Industry & Infrastructure
segment to build engineering synergies, we are working to resolve
those issues accordingly.
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Next, I would like to describe the review of our fiscal 2017 targets.
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We undertook a review of our numerical targets for fiscal 2017 in light
of our current market outlook and the uncertainty surrounding the
global economy.
Originally we had targeted robust growth at Mitsubishi Hitachi Power
Systems (MHPS) by fiscal 2017, but for the reasons I will outline later,
actual growth has undershot our projection. Orders for transportation
systems, as I noted above, have not met our expectations, and our
commercial aircraft Tier-1 business is being adversely impacted by
production cutbacks at Boeing. Recovery in metals machinery is
taking longer than we anticipated due to overcapacity in the steel
industry, which is more entrenched than we had projected. At the
same time, orders for compressors for the oil and gas industry are
decreasing in the face of declining oil prices. In light of these various
factors combined, we revised our orders received forecast for fiscal
2017 from 5.5 trillion yen to 4.5 trillion.
We have also revised our net sales forecast for fiscal 2017 to 4.15
trillion yen.
Finally, on the premise that sufficient measures will be taken to
improve our business results, we are forecasting operating income of
230 billion yen and net income (profit attributable to owners of parent)
of 100 billion yen in fiscal 2017.
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Here we see step graphs showing the various factors behind our
projected increases in net sales and operating income in fiscal 2017,
based on comparisons against actual results posted in fiscal 2016.
In fiscal 2017 we are looking for net sales of 4.15 trillion yen, driven
by three factors: 1) growth in booking to sales of order backlogs; 2)
business growth; and 3) an increase depending on timing. The first
point means that although we received approximately 4.5 trillion yen
in new orders during fiscal 2015, the time gap between the receipt of
orders for large-scale coal-fired power plants etc. and their fullfledged booking to net sales, has expanded to more than 3 years.
Though sales in fiscal 2016 were weak, we believe that starting from
fiscal 2017 sales will mark progress gradually, to the extent that in
fiscal 2019 the gap between orders received and sales will have
dissolved. The second point shows that increase will come from
organic business growth. We anticipate growth in sales of
turbochargers amid the implementation of regulations calling for
improved automotive fuel efficiency and tightening exhaust gas
emissions, and we also have solid expectation of growth for forklift
trucks and other logistics equipment and space systems. The third
point, which mostly applies to land transportation systems and
chemical plants, is that because there is no fixed schedule for
booking related sales, we have factored less than half of our
anticipated sales increase into our numerical results forecast.
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Turning to operating income, in fiscal 2017 we are now projecting
income of 230 billion yen, which, in comparison with fiscal 2016,
reflects 1) improvement from increased sales and PMI acceleration,
and 2) improvement attributable to radical actions implemented for the
commercial ship and commercial aircraft businesses. Whereas initially
we had set an operating income target of 450 billion yen, one factor
behind the downward revision is a delay in business expansion
eroding income by 170 billion yen—the result of taking the 850 billion
yen deviation between our initial sales target of 5 trillion yen and the
current sales projection of 4.15 trillion yen, and multiplying it by our
current gross margin, 20%. Even so, we are seeing sales recovery
which will drive improvement in operating income. Other deviation
factors include unrealized cost reductions for new model LNG carriers
and delays in the timetable for developing the MRJ; but here too, we
are taking radical corrective measures. Furthermore, going forward we
will pursue income improvement through organizational reforms,
efficiency enhancements, and further concentration into core
competencies.
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Here you can find our net sales and operating income targets for
fiscal 2017, by business segment. In addition to anticipated recovery
in both sales and operating income, increases from fiscal 2016 are
projected as a result of progress in implementing various measures.
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Next is our evaluation of the overall progress made to date in carrying
out our 2015 Medium-Term Business Plan.
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Here, I will give an overview of the progress achieved so far in
carrying out our 2015 Medium-Term Business Plan.
First, with respect to structural reforms, concentration into core
competencies and other reforms are generally progressing on
schedule. I will explain this in more detail later on. Second,
concerning ongoing major risk items, the arbitration case raised by
Southern California Edison involving the San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station (SONGS) has come to a close, and the issue
relating to our cruise ship business has also concluded with
completion of delivery of the second ship. Third, with respect to
optimizing our asset management, steady progress is being achieved
in liquidating and making greater use of our assets. I will also touch
on this in more detail later.
As indicated under point 4, however, a number of challenges arose in
fiscal 2016 beyond our original assumptions, and radical measures to
deal with those issues have been initiated. Concerning commercial
ships, for example, LNG carrier cost reduction targets went
unachieved and construction delays occurred. In fiscal 2016,
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provision was set aside against losses on construction orders, but we
are now putting together additional measures to deal with the problem
thoroughly. Regarding our commercial aircraft Tier1 business, it will be
necessary to weather a decline in the number of units to be delivered
for two to three years while the main production model undergoes a
shift from the Boeing 777 to the 777X. However, we will use this period
to consider how to go forward with our commercial aircraft operations.
In the matter of the MRJ, we will strive to curb R&D costs which are
increasing as a result of delays in our development schedule. As to
MHPS, owing to delays in both business expansion and PMI, we
intend to develop medium-term measures for improving productivity.
In order to achieve sustained growth by implementing these
immediate measures, as the final phase of our reform agenda, we will
take steps to reinforce our organizational structures and systems.
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Here we see progressions of the key business parameters from the
past several years.
Within the scope of the 2015 Business Plan launched in 2015, we
have achieved net sales—in other words a business scale—of around
four trillion yen. By fiscal 2019 we expect further sales growth as net
sales catch up with orders received; but before the five trillion yen
level can be reached, further measures are necessary. Net income
before taxes, excluding extraordinary factors, earlier hovered between
60 and 90 billion yen, but since our 2012 Business Plan the figure has
risen to nearly 250 billion yen.
Improvements are also underway with respect to our debt/equity ratio
and other indicators. In the case of shareholders’ equity, however,
divergence has occurred with our initial target as a result of the losses
incurred in our cruise ship construction business and delays in
developing the MRJ. Going forward we will take steps to make a
quick catch-up in this area.
Free cash flow has consistently stayed above 200 billion yen, when
extraordinary factors are excluded, since fiscal 2010.
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On this page, you can see how net income before taxes and
operating cash flow have been improving in recent years. In the case
of net income before taxes, when various extraordinary factors are
excluded—the gain on change in equity interest accompanying the
establishment of Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems in fiscal 2013,
extraordinary profit through asset management accrued in fiscal 2016,
loss from equity method investment in Mitsubishi Motors also in fiscal
2016, and so on—we find that our constant earning capacity steadily
improved through fiscal 2015. After that, net income has declined due
to newly arisen issues; but as the measures I noted earlier move
ahead, we will strive for improvement. Operating cash flow also
suggests a similar pattern.
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Here I will present the status of progress being made in carrying out
business structure reforms.
If you look at how orders received, net sales, total assets, operating
income and free cash flow fluctuate in the major businesses between
fiscal 2012 and fiscal 2016, it reveals that all businesses—excluding
commercial ships, commercial aircraft and MHPS—posted greater
growth in net sales than in total assets. Increases have also been
seen in operating income and free cash flow. This indicates that
steady progress is being made in expanding our business scale and
increasing our earnings.
Meanwhile, however, when we focus on our commercial ships and
commercial aircraft businesses, the gap is widening between net
sales and total assets, due to losses from the cruise ship business,
delayed development of the MRJ, and delay in taking steps to deal
with declining aircraft (Tier1) production volumes. For reference, the
cruise ship issue has now been resolved with the completed delivery
of the second ship.
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With respect to MHPS, even excluding impact on total assets and FCF
from the project in South Africa, fixed cost reductions are proceeding
slowly. To address this earnings structure, we are accelerating
improvement through the immediate measures described on pages 17
through 22.
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To complete the review of the overall progress made so far in our
2015 Business Plan, here we see how net sales and investment
capital have changed in each of the business positions as a result of
accelerating our concentration into core competencies. In spite of
impact from sluggish growth in business scale at MHPS, delayed
development of the MRJ, reduced production of commercial aircraft
(Tier1) and insufficient cost reductions, we assess that concentration
into our core competencies is proceeding well.
Capital investment into “New” position businesses is increasing
significantly to meet the need of the MRJ’s development, but as
smooth progress is being made in other aspects, we are again made
aware of the importance of fully devoting efforts toward overcoming
the challenges surrounding the MRJ.
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Now, I would like to turn to the progress that has been made in
carrying out specific measures.
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I will begin with our measures for the MRJ and the Tier1 business.
We are taking steps to improve the commercial viability of the MRJ
and to carry out organizational reform. Besides focusing on
development of the MRJ90, acquisition of type certification, and start
of deliveries, we will accelerate development of the MRJ70 and strive
for its early launch in the U.S. market. Because costs have increased
as development has been delayed, we need to further improve the
MRJ’s business viability. For that purpose, we have created a task
force and are accumulating differentiation technologies: for example,
by modifying the design in order to reduce weight, and establishing a
flexible supply chain. In addition, we will strengthen the foundations of
our commercial aircraft business shared by our Tier1 program and
MRJ.
Specifically we will aim, through training and education, to raise the
professional level of our personnel; and through factory
reorganization and innovations in production facilities and
technologies, we will seek early improvement in the earning capacity
of our Tier1 business. By enhancing the added value of our Company
in its Tier1 business—in terms of technology, solution providing and
planning capabilities—and applying these to commercial production of
the MRJ, we will seek new synergies.
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The commercial aircraft business has the potential to become a
strong and stable business once we succeed, through our competitive
strength, in overcoming the high hurdles to entering this business.
These hurdles include technology, regulations, financing and so on.
Furthermore, our capabilities are improving, we are accumulating
relevant technologies, and we have increased our experience and
resources in this field. Aviation is a market in which continuity is
anticipated in terms of technology evolution, involving changes in
materials and electrification. We therefore believe it has great growth
potential over the long term, and we want to develop it into one of our
next major pillars of business.
At the same time, as MHI isn’t exclusively a manufacturer of aircraft,
we aim to form a unique business model that makes full use of our
Group strengths. By forming a new business model, of a kind not
seen anywhere in the world, that realizes business in finished aircraft
as well as a highly advanced Tier1 business, we seek a multitude of
synergies. Through application of technologies integrating
cybersecurity and ICT, and creating synergies with other MHI product
technologies—for example, traffic control systems—we will develop a
business scope that goes beyond conventional frameworks and
realize higher added value from our business operations.
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Next, I would like to present our plans for strengthening reforms of
our commercial ship business structure.
As we have now completed delivery of the second cruise ship, we will
expand our engineering operations and reduce the more physical
construction aspects that can only bring low added value. This is the
first step in transitioning to a new commercial ship business structure.
By expanding external marketing of our environmentally friendly
technologies and high value-added equipment and systems such as
MALS—the Mitsubishi Air Lubrication System, a unique system that
produces a carpet of bubbles beneath a ship, reducing resistance
between the hull and the water—we aim to transition to a global and
flexibly resilient business. In the area of LNG carriers, with support
from our shared technology framework, we will reduce costs and
shorten construction periods, and determine the directions we should
proceed going forward. Also, in order to transition to a new structure
in our commercial ship business, we are considering a possible spinoff, and we are now in discussions to form alliances with other
companies. We hope to complete our transition to the new structure,
between fiscal 2017 and fiscal 2019.
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Now, I would like to turn to how the management situation at MHPS is
being improved.
As shown in the graph at the upper right, net sales at MHPS have not
grown to our original target levels and have been virtually flat since
fiscal 2014. Orders are in a severe situation, with service-related
construction work in decline.
Operating margin is also slipping significantly, and therefore, while we
will strive to boost sales higher, we will work to reduce both fixed and
variable costs, to enable us to secure operating margin above 10%
even if sales hold at the current level. Until now, fixed costs were set
at levels predicated on increased sales; going forward, we will
accelerate PMI and also pursue cost reductions—for example through
use of low-cost overseas manufacturers—to bring fixed costs to levels
at which profitability will recover, even assuming flat sales. The graph
at lower right shows how much we expect to reduce our fixed costs in
the time frame indicated.
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Globally, we expect the the gas turbine market to remain sluggish for
some time. Our demand projections are shown in the graph at the
upper right.
With respect to share of the global market for gas turbines with
outputs of 170 megawatts and higher, whereas Siemens has posted
growth reflecting orders from Egypt, MHPS’s market share is
decreasing due to lower demand in the Japanese market. In
response, we will aim to increase sales and also work to strengthen
our services operations through expansion of LTSAs—long-term
service agreements—by applying IoT and such, and expansion of
operation support services. Also, in order to increase orders for new
plants, we must strengthen our global information gathering capability
and our ability to offer more customer-focused proposals. To that end,
we will concentrate our human resources into key overseas
markets—Asia; North, Central and South America; and the Middle
East, for example—boost our ties with trading companies, and
expand use of ECA (export credit agency) type financing. In terms of
performance, I believe our J-Series models are still superior, but now
that GE has launched its newest HA Series, market competition is
intensifying. For this reason, we have decided to aim for initial
delivery of our next-generation 1650 degrees Centigrade gas
turbines, now under development, in fiscal 2019, a year and a half
earlier than we originally planned.
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Our competitors like GE and Siemens today are developing their
services businesses making use of IoT, AI and big data; and MHPS is
also working to expand its services business—operation support
services, for example—the same way. MHPS is developing a portfolio
of services of benefit to the customer in all aspects: from O&M
monitoring to maximization of automated and autonomous operations,
for plants of all kinds—gas turbine, coal-fired and so on.
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Next, I would like to present the status of our PMI advancement
agenda at M-FET—Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Forklift, Engine &
Turbocharger Holdings—in particular, its forklift truck business, which
has a substantial business scale. M-FET’s forklift truck operations are
performed by Mitsubishi Nichiyu Forklift, a company established
together with Nippon Yusoki that subsequently acquired UniCarriers
Corporation.
Applying the experience gained through the merger and acquisition
activities involving MHPS and Primetals Technologies, M-FET is
pursuing early PMI through the integration and elimination of
redundant functions and bases, reinforcement of procurement, and
enhancement of factory productivity. Targets set for fiscal 2018 aim for
a 10% reduction in fixed costs and an 8% operating margin.
Meanwhile, as an aggressive move, instead of dealing only in
individual products, M-FET is also taking steps to develop business in
comprehensive solutions. Through this initiative, we are aiming to
expand the company’s business scale from the current 400 billion yen,
to over 500 billion yen.
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Next, I will discuss how PMI is progressing at Primetals Technologies.
Although demand for metals machinery is gradually recovering, global
overcapacity, particularly in China, may continue. Therefore, we are
now taking a variety of steps to improve management at Primetals
Technologies to enable the company to secure adequate earnings
even with a business scale of 1.5 billion euros. PMI was nearly
completed by the end of fiscal 2016, but today we are forging new
measures in order to consolidate the company’s overseas bases and
expand its market share. Through implementation of these growth
strategies, we aim for Primetals Technologies to become the top
global contender and to achieve stable earnings by fiscal 2020.
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As the final point of this progress update, I would now like to show
what has been achieved in improving asset management.
Today, we are aiming to increase the value of our assets and how we
use them not by just selling our holdings in the form of simple
exchanges of equivalents, but rather through measures such as asset
shuffling and collaboration with other companies.
In fiscal 2016, we transferred the real estate operations of Ryoju
Estate, consolidated them within Ryoju Properties, and then sold a
70% stake in Ryoju Properties to West Japan Railway Company. MHI
retained a 30% investment stake of Ryoju Properties. This
reconfiguration of valued assets enabled both companies to acquire
value on a win-win basis.
We also sold our MHI Yokohama Building, and we plan to use the
funds we acquired to reconstruct our Daiichi Tamachi Building. With
the increased floor space to come from building a new high-rise office
tower, we look for greater added value and enhanced profitability,
which will boost the property’s asset value. Moreover, by relocating to
the new Daiichi Tamachi Building, we will consolidate our offices close
to the Marunouchi district, where our global headquarters is located—
bringing added convenience.
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Next, I will highlight the organizational and system reinforcements we
are making as the conclusion of our reform agenda, in preparation for
achieving a big leap within the scope of our forthcoming 2018
Medium-Term Business Plan.
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To begin, I would like to show our first measure: optimization of our
global and local management systems.
Compared to our competitors, our experience in global management
is underdeveloped. To rectify this situation, we will implement the
measures shown at the right.
Specifically, we intend to strengthen our global management system;
reinforce our region-based management and operation systems; and
promote consolidation of small-scale bases that, until now, have been
dispersed in Japan and abroad with each handling their own business
individually. In this way we will optimize our Group-wide resources
and enhance their overall efficiency.
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Along with consolidation of our bases, we will also seek to activate
management of local businesses by thoroughly delegating authority
and clarifying responsibilities within the overall global management
structure. Concerning any excess personnel resulting from these
consolidation and efficiency initiatives, some employees will be
reassigned to sales or servicing divisions and provided with advanced
training at specialized organizations.
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Next, I would like to outline improvements to be carried out in our
production divisions.
As globalization leads to expansion of overseas production and
increases in work involving overseas factory management and
technical support, we are seeing a decrease in work that has
conventionally been performed in Japan. In addition, with the rapid
progress being achieved today in technologies such as IoT, AI and
robotics, factory automation is expanding. Amid these trends, the
skills demanded for our resources have been changing; and in
response, through education and training, we aim to raise the level of
our employees’ technical skills and remold them into multi-skilled
professionals. In addition, through the introduction of innovative
methods and the newest technologies, we will bring new innovations
to our production processing and overall production systems. A
special task team comprised of members from our shared technology
framework is now leading preparation of these improvements.
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Here, I will show how the skills in demand have changed along with
advances in technology. To give an example, in manufacturing
airframes in Hiroshima, until now workers have performed riveting
work by hand; today, all such work is performed automatically by
robots, without human involvement. As these changes have taken
place, equipment maintenance skills are increasingly in demand,
along with technical skills to monitor for production line malfunctions.
Workers need to be educated in these new areas, and to acquire
higher levels of technical skills.
Similarly, the skills demanded are also changing regarding production
of the MRJ and commercial ships. In response, we will take steps to
develop the human resources capable of responding to such changes.
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Here, we describe our agenda for consolidating and reorganizing our
bases as a means of achieving production improvements.
As our global production expands, domestic production of power
systems and machinery is decreasing. Meanwhile, our domestic
production bases, which are widely dispersed, are becoming
increasingly obsolete with age, eroding our competitiveness. In
response, going forward we will undertake all-out consolidation and
reorganization of our bases, in spite of the costs involved. In addition
to these changes and introducing facilities that make active use of IoT
and AI, we also aim to improve our productivity by 30% or more by
developing our human resources, as noted earlier. Along with those
moves, we will also carry out asset management of redundant
buildings and facilities.
While we believe the scale of our aerospace business will expand
going forward, we will need to introduce further innovative production
technologies in order to boost our global cost competitiveness. Once
these innovations are achieved in our domestic production bases, we
will then carry out similar improvements at our overseas bases.
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To deal with the newly idle assets resulting from the consolidation of
our bases and production innovations, we will manage as a part of all
Groupwide assets, in pursuit of maximizing asset values and gaining
appropriate returns.
Specifically, we will lease some of our factories to other companies,
as well as unused space within our office buildings. For example, we
intend to close our Saiwaimachi Plant in Nagasaki and relocate its
facilities to our Isahaya Plant, so today we are considering how we
can use the ex-factory property after it becomes idle.
By making efficient use of our assets in this way, we hope to create a
stable cash flow of several billions of yen per year from these assets.
We will begin with our domestic assets and then address our
overseas assets. As a result, we will further reinforce our financial
foundation—which, we believe, will enable us to proceed forward with
new business developments starting in fiscal 2018.
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Up to this point I have presented our initiatives relating to
management streamlining and efficiency enhancement. We do, of
course, believe it is also necessary to improve our competitiveness by
strengthening our technological capabilities. In order to garner
leading-edge knowledge and ideas from external sources, and to
absorb novel ideas and approaches and apply them to the
development of fundamental technologies and new products, we are
planning to establish what we are tentatively calling a new “Innovation
Laboratory,” to conduct joint research both in Japan and abroad.
Although the facility is still in the conceptual stage, we intend for the
new Innovation Laboratory to be a wholly owned subsidiary dedicated
to R&D, where research activities will be conducted largely at the
discretion of project managers.
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Reflecting uncertainty in the global economy and market outlook, and
also factoring in costs for dealing with the challenges that arose in
fiscal 2016, our forecasts for fiscal 2017 now anticipate 4.5 trillion yen
in orders received and net income of 100 billion yen. The targets we
initially set to achieve within the scope of our 2015 Medium-Term
Business Plan, we will now seek to achieve in fiscal 2019.
By focusing our efforts into resolving the challenges currently at hand,
and bringing our reform agenda to full completion, we will then shift to
a sustainable growth stage starting in fiscal 2018.
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Here, we see a timetable for the major initiatives underway under the
current 2015 Business Plan, and those to be implemented in the
forthcoming 2018 Business Plan. The reforms indicated within the red
dotted lines have been nearly completed, and by putting in place
further initiatives we aim to achieve our long-term targets.
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Here we see our key numerical targets for fiscal 2017 and fiscal 2019.
In order to achieve our fiscal 2019 targets—business scale of 5 trillion
yen, operating income of 450 billion yen, and net income of 200 billion
yen—it is imperative that we further improve our earning capacity and
our financial foundation.
Going forward, we will pursue the achievement of scale merit along
with reaching a business scale of 5 trillion yen, and aim for recovery
in earning capacity by completing our reforms for dealing with the
aforementioned challenges.
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That completes our presentation. Thank you for your attention.
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